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Skills Canada BC
Summer Photography Challenge
Are you passionate about Skilled Trades and Technology?
Show off your photography skills and send us your best Summer Joy or Adapting to Change images!
The winner in each category will receive a $75 e-gift card!

Category 1: Summer Joys
Show us what brings you joy or joy to others in the summer. This could be an image of a favourite
place, a portrait, a scene, or whatever you feel clearly conveys the feeling of joy in the summer.

Category 2: Adapting to Change
Show us how humans are adapting to the changing world we live in. There has been a huge shift in the
daily lives of many individuals, and what have people been doing to respond to the change?
Open to students K-12. Participants can submit to one or both categories at a time.

Submission Details/Steps to Enter:
1. Take a photo with your camera or phone
2. Send in the photo via email to info@skillscanada.bc.ca and note which category you are entering.
Photos must be under 4MB and must be in .jpeg, .jpg or .png format
3. Include your name, town/city of residence, school and grade, and email address.
4. Open to students K-12. Participants can submit to one or both categories at a time.
5. Deadline to enter your photos is Friday, July, 31, 2020 at 6pm.

Judging/Scoring:
Photos will be judged on "Does the image represent the category well?" based on equal weights of:
- Composition: The image visually looks appealing and all the image elements work together.
- Technical: Image is well executed on technical level with appropriate focus, image depth, exposure
etc.
- Impact: The image conveys a strong message or provokes emotion or thought in the viewer.
Note: Photos may be shared on Skills Canada BC social media pages unless otherwise requested by the
submitter. Photos must be appropriate for all audiences, and any offensive photos will be
automatically disqualified.
For questions regarding this competition please email info@skillscanada.bc.ca
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